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I. INTRODUCTION 

In case of hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions 
the experimental data analysis in terms of the number of hea
vy ionizing particles (particles with B < 0.7 ) , N h , shows 
that this number is a rood parameter to describe the target 
fragmentation degree 11 . 

This paper is devoted to a study of some features of the 
experimental characteristics of p , d , He 4 and C12 inelastic 
interactions with nuclear emulsion nuclei at an incident mo
mentum of 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon. In addition, a criterion is 
adopted to separate the number of events with light (CNO)and 
heavy (AgBr) target nuclei. This criterion is also tested for 
other experimental data at energies around 2.J GeV per nuc
leon. 

In the first papers12-41 devoted to a study of p , d , He4 

and c12 inela~tic interactions with emulsion nuclei at 
4.5 GeV/c per nucleon it has been found that 

a) There is no considerable difference between the ~h 
distributions, except the high Nh region where the number of 
C12 -Em events is somewhat larger than the numbers of He4 

and d events. Both are enriched with the events of high Nh 
as compared to the case of incident protons. 

b) Increasing the mass number of the projectiles leads to 
a small increase in <Nh >', while the average number of shower 
particles, <n 8 >,grows rapidly (see Table 1). 

~ p 

<Nh> &l•Q3 

Table I 

d .He4 

7.8tO.f 9.3:t01 

c•2 

f06t0.2 

c) The frequency distributi
on with respect to the number of 
n

8 
particles (mainly pions) chan

ges strongly with the mass num
ber of the incident projectiles, 
Aproj' 

<Ns> !.6•0.1 3.1±0.1 3.9>0.1 8.8•0.2 

II. EMISSION OF CHARGED TARGET FRAGMENTS 

Figure 1 shows the integral frequency distributions for the 
events as a function of Nh for different projectiles p, ., d , 
He 4 and C12• In these figures the integral frequencies for all 
events for the interactions of a certain projectile with emul-
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sion nuclei as a function of Nh are denoted by four distinct 
straight lines (in general). These lines represent nearly the 
same intervals of Nh for different projectiles and at diffe
rent incident momenta. (This behaviour is also studied here 
for 0 16 , N14 and p interactions at energies around 2.1 GeV 
per nucleon15- 71 , and the results of these studies are included). 
This phenomenon is also observed in case of He 4 interactions 
with emulsions enriched with light nuclei (HCO) ( LE -emulsions) ' 
at an incident momentum of 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon. This beha- ' 
viour of the integral Nh distributions is independent of the 
mass of the projectile, and it is target-dependent. 
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Table 2 summarizes the parameters of each straight line 
W= b + aNh obtained as a result of the best data fit in 
each interval of Nh for different projectiles. The normali
zed number of events is used in such fits. The last line 
(fourth) in each integral distribution is due to the central 
collisions of each projectile with Ag nuclei. These events 
with Nh >.28 represent the complete destruction of the Ag 
nuclei 18~ (The fourth line does not appear in case of inci
dent protons). 

The first line for each distribution represents interac
tions with (CNO) nuclei in addition to peripheral collisions 
with(AgBr) nuclei. The second and third lines represent a cer
tain phenomenon as a superposition between central collisions 
with Br nuclei and Peripheral interactions with Ag nuclei. 

The average number Of heavy ionizing particles, < N h >·,in 
each group of events is shown in Table 3. From~ one can 
conclude that each line represents a specified target nucleus 
from the constituents of the emulsion nuclei. As is seen from 
Table 3, <Nh >'for each line in a certain interval of Nh for 
different incident projectiles are equal within the statisti
cal errors. (The boundaries of each line change with the mass 
number of the projectile). This means that the degree of dis
integration of the struck nucleus does not change very much 
with changing the mass number of the incident projectile. 
Therefore we try to separate the number of events with light 
(CNO) and heavy (AgBr) nuclei using the above integral distri
bution in case of each projectile. Let us consider the number 
of events under the second, third and fourth lines which re
present the interactions with (AgBr) nuclei. The events under 
the first line obviously represent the interactions with(CNO) 
and(AgB~ nuclei (peripheral collisions with AgBr ). lf the 
second line is extrapolated to the region of the first line, 
the events above this line in this region represent the inter
actions with (CNO) nuclei while the events below this line 
represent the interactions with(AgB~ nuclei. According to 
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Table 4 the above separation, the num............ E~(U 

CNO A~&, CNO Ag8' 
34.3 65.7 34J 65.7 
37.3 627 32.4 67.6 
64.7 35J 63.9 3~1 
333 66.1 - -
21.8 122 251 14.9 
44.9 55.1 
40.0 60.0 - -
26.5 135 

Otiltl.~nts 

CNO A•&. 
- -
- -

- -
26.0 74.0 .. 
42.4 51.5' 
3M 63.4c 
-

ber of interactions with each 
group of(CNO)and(AgBr) nuclei 
is presen-ted in Table 4 for dif
ferent incident proJectiles 
(in per cent). 

The authors of ref / 91 have 
calculated the inelastic inter
action cross sections of P , He4 
and c 12 projectiles with dif
ferent specified targets of 
mass number A ( Li , C , Al , 
Cu ,pd· ) at an incident momentum of 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon and have found the following relationships: 

12 0.47 ·u;.(C ,A)2224A 

uin (He4, A). 112A 
0

' 57 

(I) 

0.70 
uin (p,A) 244,7A , 

Using these equations of inelastic cross sections for different projectiles and concentrations of atomic chemical compositions for emulsions, one can calculate the number of events for the interactions of each projectile with (CNO) and(AgB~ nuclei. The percentage of the calculated values is listed in Table 4 as Well. Ill case of the incident proton, the values coincide with those predicted by the Florian et al! 101 method of separation. In the Florian method the interaction cross sections of protons with different emulsion nuclei are assumed to be proportional to A213 .The last column in Table 4 contains the results obtained by the authors of ref/ 51 in case of 0 16 
projectiles using the short range tracks for separation and in case of N14 using the statistical method described in detail in re£.1111. The number of inelastic interaction events of any projectile with emulsion hydrogen can be calculated from the integral distributions. It is equal to the difference between the total number of events and the number of events at the intersection of the first line with the ordinate one. The percentage of the probabilities of the inelastic interactions of any projectile with emulsion hydrogen is presented in Table 5. As is seen, these probabilities increase as the mass number Aproj of the projectile increases. (These values are very sensitive to the possibility of the scanning efficiency for the events of low multiplicity andNh~o ). 
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Table 5 From the foregoing it follows 

P•4.SGeV/C/A 

c" ~;, H~ d 
10.8 1.0 6& 6.!1 

p 

!1.5 

P•atGt\1,\:fA 

o• N,. p 

10.2 9.0 5.5 

that it is possible to divide 
the inelastic interactions of 
any projectile (nUcleon or nuc
leus) with emulsion nuclei into 
three categories of events with 
H, (CNO) and (AgBr) nuclei using 
'the Nh integral distribution of 

all inelastic interactions. As seen from ~' the boundary 
of separation between the events with (CNO) -and (AgBr) nuclei 
changes and increases with increasing the mass number of the 
projectile. It varies from 6 in case of proton to 8 in case 
of incident C 12 • 

III. FAST PARTICLE MULTIPLICITY 

Some multiplicity characteristics of fast particles are 
discussed in thi-s section. The dependence of the mean number 
of emitted shower particles,<n 8 >·. on Nb for-different pro
jectiles is plotted in fig.2. We have also investigated the 
dependence of D/<n8 > on Nh (fig.3a). One can see that <n 8 >. 
seems to change linearly with Nh • and the line slope increases 

- ' with increasing the mass number of the projectile or the num
ber of interacting nucleons from the projectile (see Table 6). 

Table 6 

N< 
b X'/DF a~ e-. a 

D 

p 2l2B Q024UID 1.18 <O.D3 O.Ql • (b) 

d 16<t6 O.fO•O.OI 2.4?.•0.13 O.D'I. • c 

He• i<t62. o.n•no2 
4 

2.19 ±0.11 0.04 

c" 839 0.43•0JO 3.08•030 0.013 
10 n <ns> ! 

(a\ 

2 

0~~~~ 4 11.1SZOZ~2832. 
N,.-

Fig.2 Fig.3 
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It is also seen that D/<n 8 >. are neariy equal for each projec
tile for all events. Summing all t·he data for each projectile, 
we present the dependence ofD on <n

8 
>: in fig.3b. The data 

have been fitted by a straight lirie with X2 /DF of D.OI at 
4.5 GeV/c per incident nucleon. 

D ~ (0.59 ±:1l;03)<n, >.- (0.03 ± 0.01). (2) 
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In order to investigate the dependence of mult{particle 
production on both target and projectile nuclei, it is inte
resting to studl the Ds distributions for ·all events for p , 
d , He 4 and C1 in the following intervals of Nh (0 ~Nh.S:S , 
9 :s;Nh <14 , 14;;Nh $,28 and Nh>:28). The distributions are plotted 
in fig.4. The ave~age number of shower pa~ticles and the dis
persion cif each distribution are listed in Table 7. From the 
data shown in fig.4 and Table 7 one can conclude the following: 

I) Iri case of 4.5 GeV/c inCident protons no charge is ob
served in the distributions of n8 particles with Nh .·However, 
the increase of the target nucleus excitation can be explained 
by the reabsorption of some produced pions passing through 
the target nucleus (i'.e., low rapidity pion) in case.o·f AgBr 
nuclei. This behaviOur is also Observed iQ the correlation 
between <n5 >.and Nh. fig.3. This phenomenon occurs in case of 
one nucleon (proton) incident on emulsion target nuclei. But 
in case of d , He 4 and C12projectiles the number of events 
with low shower particle multiplicity dec~eases gradually with 
increasing Nh (i.e., with decreasing the -impac·t parameter); 
at the same t.ime the number of created events with .high multi
Plicity increas_es. This indicates that. the number of interact
ing nucleons from the projectile increases with increasing 
the number .of event's with high multiplicity. This is also ob.:.. 
served from the aver.age values of n5 particles for different 
groups of Nh in case of d , He4 and C 12 projectiles (Table 7). 

Table 7 

< #,> 

OQ{~B 9~<14 14<1(. <28 11{>28 ' I 
I 

p f.62!o,~ f63tc,,. if,33• .. - ! 
' 

d 2,(2.,. 3,47••.23 ~80'«21 -

lfi,. ~56>w ~;55 to . ., 635'• ... 6.7?t ... 

(If:. 3.66 .. , 584···· 6.21• • ., ?09to.. 

C"~30•,., 6.57•••13.0"'1» f?851to \ 

Table 8 

' 
""•8 8"'t.it,<t4 14•'1,<21 '1,>28 aUM'\b ' 

N ~ N l N 1 N 1 N r i 

d . l646 1.8 
) 

1011 1.68 236 2.00 339 2.00 -

He4 985 2.10 f55 l41 329 389 51 39 146'2. 2.9 

c" 503 255 100 400 153 8.13 92 H.O 839 4.6 
-. 

2) Comparing the values of 
<n8>'for each group of particles 
in each interval ~f Nh in case 
of d , He4 and C 1 with the cor
responding values in case of in
cident protons, we have found 

the values presented in Table 8. In general, for the total n8 

distribution of each projectile 

<n, > E I <n, >p. E = 4.97 ± 0;20, 
c- m - m 
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<n > 4 I <n > 2 70 + 0 10 s He -Em s p-Em • ' - ' ' 
(3) <n >. 

s d-Em 

Compare these values with those121 of the number of interacting nucleons from each projectile (in case of carbon only) calculated experimentally using the identified number of noninteracting nucleons from the projectile in each event.These values are nearly equal. From these results nucleus-nucleus interactions can be interpreted, in a simple way, as a superposition of nucleon-nucleon collisions in this incident momentUm range. 
3) From the correlation between the dispersion D and <?s>. in fig.3b it follows that the Ds distribution of events 1n case of any projectile can be presented by the invariant distribution on some scaled variable. 

IV. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
It is suitable to present the angular dis-tribution of relativistic particles as a function of pseudorapidity variable 

q --ln(tane/2), where e is the laboratory angle of relativistic particles relative to the pr-imary direc·tion.·.··'The:--pseudorapidi.ty distributions of relativistic particles emitted in the interactions of p and c12 projectiles with emulsion nuclei at 
a momentum cl 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon are shown in fig.5. The two distributions are normalized to the same number of interactions. A cut-off is made at 71 •·4.0 due to the limitation of the angle at which the projectile fragments are emitted in 
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case of C12 interactions. The pseudorapidity distributions of 
relativistic particles emitted in the interactions of p and 
C12 with emutsion nuclei at different intervals of Nh are 
plotted in fig.6. The particles in the region of low q ( :::0.4) 
are associated with the target fragmentation, and the partic
les in the region of high q ( >'0:4) with the pionization (pion 
creation) and projectile fragmentation. The number of rela
tivistic particles in· the target fragmentation regions depends 
on the number of heavy ionizing tracks, N~ 121• The average. num
bers of relativistic particles in the target fragmentation re
gion per event for different groups of Nb at C 12 -Em and 
p -Em interactions are presented in Table 9. From the above 
it should be noted that 

1) The pseudorapidity distributions of relativistic par
ticles emitted in C12 -Em interactions are enriched with the 
particles with low pseudorapidities (percentage of the number 
of particles in the target fragmentation region) as compared 
to the corresponding ones in p- Em interactions (see Table 9). 

2) As Nb increases, the relat.ive number of relativistic 
particles in the target fragmentation region increases rapid
ly in case of C12-Em interactions, and it increases slowly in 
case of p -Em. This mean~ that this increase for C 12 -Em is 
due to increasing the number of interacting pucleons from the 
carbon projectile. The result becomes clear after calculating 
the ratio: 

2 < n s :;, I <n 
8 

> P = 2 x 2.577 = 5.15. 

where <n 8 > , <n
8

>p are the numbers of relativistic paiticles 
in the tar8et fragment.ation region for C12 -Em and p-Em in
teractions, respectively. This ratio is also related to the 
average number of interacting nucleons from the carbon projec
tile with emulsion nuclei calculated in section III. 

3) I0 case of C 12 -Em the number of interactions with N h >. 
>28 is due to the purely central collisions of C12 with Ag 
nuclei IF; 1. This is also supported in calculating the above ra
tio in this interval nearly equal to 12. 

4) The number of relativistic particles in the pionization 
region for p-Em in each interval of Nh is almost fixed while 
for c12 -Em this number grows due to increasing the number of 
interacting nucleons from the carbon nucleus. 

5) The average pseudorapidity, <~>, per created particle 
in case of incident C12 and p is shown in Table 10 for dif
ferent intervals of Nh • The <~>decreases as <Nh >·increases 
(the impact parameter decreases), and this is due to there
laxation of the rapidity of created particles when they pass 
through the nucleuar matter of the target nucleus. On the 
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Table 9 Table 10 

To!.ottoj i ~ Ost'-4."8 9<N,<13 !4<tyZ8 Nh>28 

p-Em 022 0~2 ~7 - 026 
.en.. Em 023 053 Ul4 2.46 066 

~ 0-8 9-13 14-28 ;..28 T~ 
en t91 1.89 1.60 1.4'2. nt 
p 1.61 !16 0.9 - 1.40 

other hand, the values of <~>·· for any interval for incident 
ct2 are larger than the corresponding values for incident 
protons •. This result can reveal the existence of collective 
effect in case of C 12 -Em interactions. However, this result 
can be also interpreted according to the effect of variation 
of the impact parameter between each nucleon in the carbon 
projectile and the target nucleus. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

4 12 From the study of the interactions of p , d , He and C · 
with emulsion nuclei at 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

I) The integral distribution of all events for the inter
actions of any projectile with emulsion nuclei as a function 
of Nh can be presented by four distinct straight lines. 

2) The integral distribution can be used to separate the 
events occurring with (CNO) and (AgBr) nuclei in the statis
tical way. 

From the study of the shower particle multuplicity distri
bution and the pseudorapidity distribution for p-Em and 
c1 2 -Em interactions we can find: 

a) The<n 0 >.changes linearly with Nh (forNh<22 ),.and 
the slope of the linearity relation increases with increasing 
the mass number of the projectile. 
· b) The dispersion of the shower particles produced in P , 
d , He4 and C12 interactions with emulsion nuclei can be 

presented by a general relation. 
c) Some features <71> and .<n

8 
>. can be explained by col-

lective type models. · 
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